I. Introduction. A. Kolmogoroff proved the following theorem [2] . Theorem A. Suppose A is a positive matrix of order n. Then A is similar to a positive generalized stochastic matrix with each row sum equal to the maximal positive characteristic root, XiA), of A.
The proof of Theorem A depends upon the fact that each positive matrix has a positive characteristic vector corresponding to the maximal positive characteristic root.
Professor A. T. Brauer developed a practical method in [1] for computing the maximal characteristic root of a positive matrix to any desired degree of accuracy. In particular, he proved Theorem B. Let A be a positive square matrix of order n, and let R(r) denote the largest ismallest) row sum of A. If e > 0, there exists a matrix, Fie), which is similar to A such that R* -r* < e, where R* (r*) denotes the largest (smallest) row sum of F(e).
It is known that r ?£, X(A) ^ R [1, Theorem 13, p. 21], and the inequality is strict unless R = r. Thus it follows immediately from Theorem B that X(A) can be computed to any desired degree of accuracy. We shall offer a new method for computing the maximal root of a positive matrix.
II. An Iterative Procedure for Computing the Maximal Root. We shall use the following notation. Suppose A is a positive matrix of order n. Let A¿ denote the ith row sum of A, R = max» [Ri] , and r = min; {Ä,j.
Theorem 1 and T^hJA > £"-iatjRn = r iori=h2,...,n.
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Hence each row sum of <S~^4/S lies in the interval Or, R). If we denote Bi = S_1AS, then we can transform Bi by a similarity transformation, obtaining B2, such that each row sum of B2 lies in the interval determined by the largest and smallest row sums of Bi. We continue in this manner and obtain a sequence Bi, B2, ■ ■ ■, Bn, ■ ■ ■ such that the difference of the largest row sum and the smallest row sum of Bi is decreasing at each step. Theorem 2 assures us that we do obtain convergence to a positive generalized stochastic matrix.
Theorem 2. Suppose A is a positive matrix of order n, and let Bi, B2, ■ • • ■, Bn, ■ ■ ■ denote the sequence of matrices obtained from A by the procedure outlined above. Assume aki/Rk -min,-{an/Ri}. Then max row sum of Bn -min row sum of Bn Us (1 -aki/Rk)n(R -r) .
Proof. Note the following inequalities:
. ,
. Hence the result holds when n = 1 ; i.e.
(3) max row sum of Z?i -min row sum of Bi < (1 -aki/Rk)iR -r) .
In the same manner, it is true that (4) max row sum of B2 -min row sum of B2 ( . \ auRi \\
;g I 1 -min \ -r^" _ ( /(max row sum of Bi -min row sum of B/) .
VB^v"è-^-for each i. 2^ij-iaijK, 2-ji-i a«"i Ä* Hence /_a'lfíl_I > _a*i_ » l y w-i agRi) " Rk Finally, with (4) and (5), we have (6) max row sum of B2 -min row sum of B2 : § (1 -Oki/RkYiR -r) .
The remainder of the proof is an easy induction. Theorem 1 yields a simple method for the computation of the maximal positive root of a positive matrix.
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